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Working for the Passive Fire Protection industry

The Passive Fire Protection Federation (PFPF) is dedicated to educating and
informing government, press and public in all aspects of built-in fire
protection. It’s not a commercial organisation – it won’t plug any product or
company – which means it can offer its opinion on sensitive issues without
being accused of self-interest. The PFPF brings together expertise from all
sides of the passive fire protection industry and speaks with an authoritative
voice

on

major

fire

safety

issues.

Promoting

the

principles

of

compartmentation and third party certification the PFPF has recently drawn
attention to such issues as the first jail sentence for breaches of the RRO,
inadequate fire protection in the Channel Tunnel and the scandalous lack of
built-in fire protection at the Pacific Wharf apartment block in London. The
focus is on promoting and campaigning for best practice. The intention is not to
score points from the ‘active lobby’ but to engage in dialogue, stressing the
importance of PFP in integrated architectural design and working alongside fire
safety professionals from passive, active and ‘first aid’ organisations.
And what does the PFPF do for its members? Are we making our points and
getting the message across? One measure is visitor traffic on the website
(www.pfpf.org) where numbers have increased 216% in the last two years. The
PFPF promotes the interests of the passive fire protection industry so all
members benefit. Links from PFPF’s website direct enquiries to relevant
member

organisations,

connecting

professional and respected network.

organisations

like

the

DHF

into

a
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